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SHOCK KEY FEATURES

Powerful oscillating shockwave technology, powered 

by a 5000rpm motor, up to 83 scrubs per second

Quick-change 1.8kg (4lbs) weight kit

World’s lowest profile head  

Protective glide wheels for precise cleaning

GROUND 
BREAKING 
CLEANING 
PERFORMANCE
SHOCK is the lowest profile oscillating floor cleaning machine in 
the world. Developed over three years, it has been meticulously 
designed to deliver a deep clean along floors, edges, baseboards, 
stairs, risers, below obstacles and more.  

Packed with patented features, SHOCK is the most user-friendly 

machine of its kind. From an innovative MAGPlate magnetic pad 

holder system and quick-connect weight kit, to its ergonomic GEN3 

battery backpack system with added back support, every detail of 

SHOCK has been considered to deliver a groundbreaking clean with 

minimal effort, every time. 

Beneath its stylish housing is a brute of a machine made up of 

precision engineered custom components, invented by our in-

house team. Powering each SHOCK is a bespoke brushless digital 

motor, with a 5000rpm capability to deliver maximum cleaning 

performance. SHOCK’s oscillating drive has been optimised and 

tested for over 1500 hours. The result? A precise scrubbing circle 

which literally SHOCKs the dirt off your floors with water alone.

SHOCK uses minimal water and powerful 

agitation to eliminate the need for harsh 

chemicals.

It’s better for our planet.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

Quick-Change Weight Kit
Our quick-change weight kit adds 
1.8kg/4lb and provides huge downforce 
for unbeatable results.

Industrial build compact size
5mm thick cast zinc alloy chassis combined 
with a cast aluminium oscillating drive. 
SHOCK is built to last with over 1,500 hours 
fault-free testing. 

Magnetic Pad Holder
Quickly transition between cleaning areas 
with the colour-coded quick-change 
MAGPlate magnetic pad holder, which 
automatically locks against the oscillating 
driver hands-free.

Controlled Spray
Save water/chemical with on-demand spray 
and a high-pressure pump provides an even 
and targeted application of cleaning solution.

Optimised Oscillation
Our powerful oscillating technology Is driven 
by our in-house designed state-of-the-art 
5000rpm digital motor, delivering up to 83 
scrubs per second for unparalleled cleaning 
results.

Glide Wheels
Soft rubber non-marking glide wheels 
protect your walls and furniture by keeping 
the oscillating drive spaced 2mm from your 
edges, whilst allowing the cleaning pad to 
clean precisely into the edge.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

BACKPACK

Run Time
50 minutes 
Quick change battery for additional runtime

Charging Time Up to 4 hours

Battery Spec 12 Volt 7AH sealed battery

Solution Capacity 1l (0.2gl)

Backpack Weight 3.8kg (8.4lbs) secured to waist

HANDLE

Machine Weight
3.5kg (7.7lb) Lightweight mode 
5.3kg (11.7lb) Heavyweight mode

Telescopic Handle 70 – 140cm (27.6 – 55.1in)

Operation Easy press-and-go controls

User Comfort Soft rubber grips

HEAD

Cleaning Width 250mm (9.8in)

Scrubbing Power 5000rpm motor, up to 83 scrubs per second

Head Height 105mm (4.1in)

Wing Height 50mm (1.9in)
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Carpet cleaning Clean hard-to-reach areasClean under obstaclesClean hard floors and edges
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M  C A S E  P R O

M-Case Pro holds two machines of your choice, 

BLADE and all our brushes and pads. It’s easily 

transportable, allowing you to tackle any cleaning 

challenge at any location.

WIDE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES

Flip vertical for baseboard cleaning Cleans deep into any corner 

Precision edge cleaning Stairs cleaned safely at speed

APPLICATIONS

Easy to transport

Easy to store with the Wall Dock

SHOCK Pad
Designed to deep clean all smooth 

and lightly textured hard floors, non-

scratch and washable, use only water 

for 95% of applications.

Melamine Pad
This remarkable material is the pad 

of choice for removing scuffs, dirt 

and shoe marks from smooth and 

ceramic floors.

Microfibre Pad
2-in-1 microfibre pad. Clean carpets 

with low moisture, dries within 

an hour. Clean and dry hard floor 

surfaces in one step, wash up to 300 

times. 

Green Thinline Scrubbing Pad
Highly abrasive. To remove dirt from 

greasy surfaces and heavily soiled 

non-texture floors, as well as stripping 

floor polish using suitable chemicals. 


